
10128 Scheduling
CPU scheduling
→ threads / tasks , fixed # of CPUs , which thread do we choose to run?

☆ Resource Allocation
→ limited resources , many more requests .

Examples : attn ( schedule students onto limited
machines)

AWS C scheduling new VMs onto physical
machines)

Grocery ( limited cashiers , many more customers]
Homework ( one student, many homework "n )

[Different situations require different metrics for evaluating decisions]



Metrics For CPU scheduling
A- thread can perform oneto
many tasks . For example . [
afile encryption thread : \
① read file 1210)

② encrypt file CCPU)

③ write file CHO)/
(Job completiontime)"

. → time btwn when user

• Estep textbook) refers < firstissues the task to
whenit completes

to this as
"turnaroundtime)• 1. = Ostap response time

why care about this?
<

interactivity !



Scheduling Mechanism

→ When does the scheduler run? Howdo we switch from one task to another ?
starts :

• exit
kernel/main. c

waitfor events :

timer interrupt:

kernel/trapa

→ acknowledge the
interrupt

lmore can
come
innow

>

↳ calls sdned ☐→
Switchto
scheduler1)5-



Scheduling Policies

① First in First out CFIFO )

→ scheduling tasks in the order they arrive, eachtaskransto completion
→ waitin line in grocery store both executions

waittime are

assume that jobs arrive at approximately the sometime in the following oratory
included -

FAIIB.FI#-I-Trespoysieme---completion - Tamia
(1-121-3-133)time

average response
time -_
4- \

depends onthe orderofF☒☒tÉ_
average response

,→me=↳◦t3{32-33 j
arrival

time

pros: simple > minimum switching btwn threads 6ns -

_ varying responsetime



② Shortest Job First (5JF) >
How would heknow ita task is

→ also called shortest Remaining Time First Lsr long or short?

→ complete the short task first , if shorter task arrives , preempt the current task, switch to the shorter task .

→ similar to express lanes in grocery
stores

assume thatjobs arrive at approximately the same time in alphabetical order

As ☒ÑTTEwusnB arrived seconds
it 's at the end of the queue)

É itmore small jobs keep arriving
B. canbe starved (never getachance to↳

assume that jobs amine at-E-EK.in alphabetical order
•

T|B?IFFÑ →
B gets preempted when a smaller task arrives

→

Pros : optimal average response time hens = starvation , can result in more
context switches if we keep

(
intuition: long tasks takealong time , so
making it wait a little

doesn't affect preempting longer tasks
its responsetime as

much)



time
slice/

③ Round Robin (Rk ) t.me quantum 210 bound vs .

CPU bound jobs
↳ relies on -40, ↳ relies on CPU, accomplish

→ FIFO butwith-4cg for each task doesn't accomplish more 7- yowgireit more
more if yougieit moreCPU CPU Leg . encryptionjob)

→ no starvation ! legit.ie reads

assume that jobs arrive at approximately the sometime /a alphabetical order

impacton average response
. timeiD:iDEE

. . [ ifeachtasktakeszsaondstofinis.hu/1stimeslice]

pt=#fme)
#"°

SJF - \2t4-tq RR=G+2t3t4-¥tbt7-#

•

How to deride on the time quantum?
assume 10ms time quantum
Ai 210 bound ( runs for 1ms, blocks for 5ms , runs for 2ms)

→ too large? similar to 721=0 B. b-- CPU bound ( needs 20ms total tofinish the taste>
→ too small ? lots ofcontextswitch overhead

FÉTTM¥TET→ typically 10 -100ms
blocks before Awaits along time before getting¥megnantwmeap☒s-scheduled again , 'fixedtime "

impacts Ttobounddcpubonndjob> differently
☆ bad forThe task responsetime



④ Multilevel Feedback Queue LMLFQ )
→ RR but multiple queues witch increasing time quantum
→ wants both good response time & no starvation

# Qi
,
time quantum = 5

# Qz
,
tire quantum =10

# Qs , time quantum = 20

II Qy , time quantum
--40

•
scheduler starts with the top queue & work its way down

when queue gets empty
• tasks within a queue

is ran in RR fashion

• all tasks start at thetop queue , ifatask uses up its time quantum ,
it moves down a queue . otherwise stay the same or moves up a queue

• periodically move all tasks to top queue again
u


